CLASS VIII

SANGHAMTTRA SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS PRACTICE PAPER

OBJECTIVE: To revise for annual examination.
Solve the fcllov.i!}g.
A ~boid--of dimensions 18cm)C16cm'l6cm is melted tu form a cube. Find the edge of the cube so formed.
2. A field is 70m long and 40m wide. In one corner of the field, a pit which is 10m long, 8m broad and 6m deep has a
dug. Soil taken out of it is evenly spread over the remaining part of the field. Find the rise in the level of the field.
3. Three cubes of metal whose edges are 6cm, 8cm, l Ocm are melted and one new cube is made. Find the length of the

T

new cube so formed.
4. A roomis Em long, 6m broad, 3m high. It has 2 doors measuring 2.-Sm,)(1.Sm and 4 windows each measuring
2
l.5mX l.5m. Find the cost~itewashing
its walls and roof at the rate ofRs 61m ••
•
5. Find the area Jeveied by a cylindrical roller of diameter 60cm and length 2.1 m in 150 revolutions.
6. The ratio between curved surface area and total surface area of a right circular cylinder is 2:3. Find the ratio
between the height and radius of the cylinder.
7. Two cylinders have their radii in the ratio 4:5 and their height in the ratio 5:6. Find the ratio of their curved surface
area.
.
.,'
C
.,
8. An 18cm long iron pipe has an external diameter of 24cm. If the thickness fthe pipe is lcm, find the total surface

•

area of the pipe.
9. Two cylindrical cans have equal height. If the radius of one is two-third of the other and it holds 20 liters of liquid,
find the cap achy of the second can. (Height and radius are in meters)
10. A cylindrical bucket, 14cm in radius, is filled with water to some height. If a rectangular solid of size 28cm)t 11cm
;\ IOcm is immersed in water, find the height by which water rises in the bucket.
11. The circumference of the base of the cylinder is 132cm and its height is 50cm. Find the volume of the cylinder,
12. The inner diameter ofa wooden cylindrical pipe is 24cm and its outer diameter is 28cm. The length of the pipe is
35cm. Find the mass of the pipe, if Icrrr' of wood has mass of 4 g.
13. The radii oitwo cylinders are in the ratio 3:4 and their heights are in the ratio 5:4. Find the ratio of their volumes.
14. The difference between the outer and inner surface of the cylindrical pipe 21cm long is 88cm2. If the volume of the
pipe is 264cm3, find the inner and outer radii of the pipe.
mc(,n'::J
IS. The diameter of a cylindrical tank is 24.Sm and depth is 8m. How"metric tons of water will it hold? [I m3 of water
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I. Answer the following:

I. Answer the following:

1. Mention any five steps taken by the government
to help- (a) Scheduled caste (b) Scheduled Tribes
2. Describe the initiatives taken by the government
to fight discrimination
and inequality in India.
3. "Discrimination
does exist in many forms in our
society even today". Justify.
4. List fo.ur .main differences between planning
C(:mmlSSlOE and NITYI Aayog.
5. List down the important laws relating to the
pI'O~ection of various interests of the people of a
nation.
6. Answer the following:
(a) When was the planning Commission
oflndia
started and who was the first chairman?
(b) Name the programme
which is aiming for
development
of women's education.
(c) W110 initiated Swachh Bharat Abhiyan?
(d) \\1110 was the first Dalit President of India?
(e) Identify the year when the National Commission
for Minorities Act was passed.
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l.Wiite any 4 differences between physical and chemical properties of metals and nonmetals.

2.Define reactivity series. List them

3.What is a displacement reaction? Give an example with equation and justify.
4.What are laws of reflection? What are the characteristics of image formed by a plane
mirror.
S.What are the differences between regular and irregula reflection. Give example,
6.Drawa neat labeled diagram of human eye, human ear, plant cell and animal cell.
7.Does pure water conduct electricity? If not how to make it a good conductor?
•

8.Explain electrolysis of water with a neat diagram .
9.Though lighting and thunder take place in the sky at the same time and at the same
distance from us, we lighting first and then hear thunder, why?
lO.Explai'1 how friction is a foe and a friend.
ll.Explain why objects moving in fluid must have special shapes. Give 3 examples.
l2.Give reasons (a) It is easy to walk
healed ones.

Oil

sand with flat chappals than with pointed

{b)Sportmen use shoes with spike

(c) Big luggage suitcases are provided with wheels.
l3.What is air/water pollution? Explain how would you take initiative to reduce it in
your environment.
l4.What are the two types of glands in our body? Name and give Examples.
lS.Why is LPGis a better fuel than wood?
l6.Wh'l water is not used to control fires involving electrical equipment?
l7.What is irrigation? Describe two methods of irrigation which conserve water.
l8.write short notes on (a) weeding (b) preparation of the soil (c) nucleus (d)
cytoplasm (e) chromosomes
19.Define asexual reproduction?

Describe two methods of aswxual reproduction in

animals with the help of diagrams.
20.What is menstruation? Explain.
2l.Write short notes on (a) secondary sexual characters (b) sex determination in the
unborn baby.
22.Name the forces acting on a plastic busket containing water held above ground level
in your hand. Discuss why the forces acting on the bucket do not bring a change in its
state of motion.
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